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Abstract. We show that if a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism of
a Seifert manifold induces a map in the base which has a pseudo-
Anosov component then it cannot be dynamically coherent. This ex-
tends [BGHP] to the whole isotopy class. We relate the techniques with
the study of certain partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in hyperbolic
3-manifolds performed in [BFFP2]. The appendix reviews some con-
sequences of the Nielsen-Thurston classification of surface homeomor-
phisms to the dynamics of lifts of such maps to the universal cover.
1. Introduction
A diffeomorphism f : M ÑM of a closed manifold is said to be partially
hyperbolic if there is a continuous Df -invariant splitting TM “ Es‘Ec‘Eu
into non-trivial bundles and a constant ` ą 0 such that for every unit vectors
vσ P Eσpxq (σ “ s, c, u) one has that:
}Df `vs} ă mint1, }Df `vc}u and }Df `vu} ą maxt1, }Df `vc}u.
These diffeomorphisms arise naturally in the study of robust dynamical
properties (because it is a C1-open property). In addition, they capture quite
well the properties of important examples, since, e.g. most homogeneous
dynamics and several geometrically defined dynamical systems verify these
properties. We refer the reader to [HP, Pot] for examples and motivation
for their study.
An important feature of the study of the dynamics of partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms is the possibility of dimension reduction. In a nutshell, one
considers the strong bundles Es and Eu as well understood (see e.g. [HPS]
for the unique integrability of the bundles and their dynamics) and tries to
understand the dynamics along the center direction. For this purpose, it
is very useful when one can integrate the center bundle into an f -invariant
foliation.
There are several possible ways for the center bundle to be integrable
which are discussed in detail in [BuW]. There it is also explained why
the following definition arises as the natural integrability condition to ask
a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism: We say that a partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism f is dynamically coherent if there exist f -invariant foliations
Wcs and Wcu tangent to Ecs “ Es ‘ Ec and Ecu “ Ec ‘ Eu respectively.
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There are also many ways a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism may fail
to be dynamically coherent. The first one was observed by Wilkinson (see
[BuW]) and reference therein) and has to do with the potential failure of
the Frobenius bracket condition on the center direction.
However, the question of dynamical coherence for partially hyperbolic dif-
feomorphisms with one dimensional center remained open for quite a while.
One needs to notice here that what may fail in this case is the unique
integrability due to the lack of smoothness of the bundles. The first non-
dynamically coherent examples where presented in [HHU]. In 3-dimensional
manifolds with sufficiently small fundamental group we have now a quite
good understanding of dynamical coherence (see [HP] for a full account).
More recently, in [BGHP] new examples of (robustly) non-dynamically
coherent partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms where constructed. These
present several new features, since they can be made transitive and even
absolutely partially hyperbolic (a concept we shall not define here, but for
which we refer the reader to [BGHP]). Even if the constructions in [BGHP]
are rather flexible, the proof of non-dynamical coherence in that paper de-
pends on some very specific choices of the example and a quite precise control
on the bundles. In this paper we provide a new proof of the non-dynamical
coherence of these examples which extends to every partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism in the same isotopy class of those constructed in [BGHP].
The main result is the following:
Theorem A. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism in
a Seifert 3-manifold with hyperbolic base. Assume that the induced action
of f in the base has a pseudo-Anosov component, then f is not dynamically
coherent.
We will say that a 3-manifold is Seifert with hyperbolic base, if it admits
a finite cover which is a circle bundle over a surface of genus g ě 2. This
is not the standard definition, but since to show Theorem A we are allowed
to take a finite cover this is a convenient definition. (We refer the reader
to [HaPS] and references therein for other definitions and equivalences of a
3-manifold being Seifert with hyperbolic base.)
The fact that every map on such a circle bundle is homotopic to a fiber
preserving one is standard (see eg. [He]), and this explains what we mean
by the induced action on the base (in this case, up to finite cover, on the
surface). We will not define having a pseudo-Anosov component here, but
we will state a result which is what we need to use about this in Theorem
2.4. We will give a more detailed treatment with the important references
in Appendix A.
Notice that in [BFFP2] (see also [BFFP]) we have shown that if f is a par-
tially hyperbolic diffeomorphism in a Seifert manifold M which is homotopic
to the identity, then f must be dynamically coherent (and we even give a
full classification of such maps). In [BGHP] it is shown that if f in a Seifert
manifold induces the identity in the base, then it has to be homotopic to
the identity. This leaves open the case of the examples which first appeared
in [BGP] where the action in the base is a Dehn-twist. It will become clear
from the techniques (and the results in the appendix) why this case cannot
be treated with the ideas we use to prove Theorem A.
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We end the introduction by saying that even if independent of [BFFP2],
this paper shares several ideas with one case which is treated in that paper,
which we call double translation in hyperbolic manifolds (see in particular
[BFFP2, Sections 7 and 8]). In section 6 we give some positive results in
the direction of understanding these partially hyperbolic maps along the
lines of what is done in [BFFP2, Section 12]. The link between these two
situations is given by the following fact: in hyperbolic 3-manifolds there is a
well developed theory (see [Th, Ca1, Fen]) of dynamics transverse to certain
foliations which contains several features of the pseudo-Anosov dynamics
that we use here in the setting of Seifert manifolds to induce dynamics from
the ideal boundary to the universal cover of the manifold.
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2. Some preliminaries
The proof of Theorem A will be by contradiction. So we will assume that
f : M Ñ M is a dynamically coherent partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
of a closed Seifert 3-manifold with hyperbolic base and with f acting on the
base with a pseudo-Anosov piece (see Appendix A). Since a finite cover of
M makes it a circle bundle over a orientable surface, and iterates and lifts to
finite covers of dynamically coherent partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms
are dynamically coherent we can make the following standing assumptions
that will hold in sections 3, 4 and 5:
‚ M is a circle bundle over a closed orientable surface S of genus g ě 2.
‚ f is a dynamically coherent partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism of
M with orientable bundles and such that Df preserves their orien-
tation. We denote by Wcs and Wcu the center stable and center
unstable foliations respectively.
‚ f induces an automorphism ρ : pi1pSq Ñ pi1pSq which has a pseudo-
Anosov component.
The last condition can be understood just because the homotopy class
of fibers are in the center of pi1pMq and therefore f˚ : pi1pMq Ñ pi1pMq
preserves the fiber and so induces an automorphism ρ of pi1pSq. Having a
pseudo-Anosov component can be read by this automorphism (see [Th, Gi]).
We refer to the appendix A for more information on this; below, in Theorem
2.4 we state what we need from this information.
First, we need a very classical property of partially hyperbolic diffeomor-
phisms (see [HPS]). For a foliation F we denote by Fpxq the leaf through
the point x.
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Theorem 2.1 (Stable manifold Theorem). Let f : M Ñ M be a partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism of a closed manifold M . Then, the bundles Es
and Eu are uniquely integrable into foliations Ws and Wu such that if y P
Wspxq (resp. y P Wupxq) one has that dpfnpxq, fnpyqq Ñ 0 exponentially
fast as nÑ `8 (resp. nÑ ´8).
We state a result from [HaPS] which allows to reduce to the case where
the foliations are horizontal
Theorem 2.2 ([HaPS]). Let f be a dynamically coherent partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism of a circle bundle over a surface. Then, the foliations Wcs
and Wcu are horizontal.
This means that one can modify the fibration in order that every fiber is
transverse to the leaves of Wcs and Wcu. In particular, one can lift a hyper-
bolic metric on the base surface to the leaves to have a leafwise hyperbolic
metric on the leaves. (We notice however that one can not in principle as-
sume that the same fibration is transverse to both foliations simultaneously.
For this reason, from now on we will work only with the center stable folia-
tion Wcs, of course, symmetric statements also hold for Wcu after changing
the fibration.)
Let ĂM be the universal cover of M . Let δ P pi1pMq be a deck transfor-
mation of ĂM associated to the center of pi1pMq which corresponds to the
homotopy class of a fiber with a given orientation. Since (up to iterate) f
preserves δ it follows that f lifts to the intermediate cover Mˆ “ ĂM{ăδą.
Clearly, there are several lifts of f .
By putting a hyperbolic metric in S, and lifting the metric to the leaves
of Wcs we can identify Mˆ – H2 ˆ S1. The foliation Wcs lifts to a foliation
Wˆcs for which the canonical projection p : H2 ˆ S1 Ñ H2 into the first
coordinate is a isometry. Notice that in this lift, given a point x P H2 and a
leaf L P Wˆcs one has that p´1pxq X L is a unique point. We denote by dH2
to the hyperbolic distance in H2 and for L P Wˆcs as dL the induced distance
in the leaf.
In particular, one gets that the leaf space of this foliation (i.e. the quotient
space Lcs “ Mˆ{
Wˆcs
) is a topological circle. The strategy of the proof of
Theorem A by contradiction is to show that the action of a nice lift fˆ of f in
Lcs is everywhere expanding by using the fact that transversally to Wˆcs we
have the unstable foliation, this will give that there must be periodic points
in Lcs and all of them should be expanding, a contradiction. However, to
be able to perform the argument, we need to show that there are points in
every leaf of Wˆcs of Mˆ which do not escape to infinity by application of fˆ
since otherwise the expansion could be produced by the holonomy of the
foliation1. To get such compact invariant sets in Mˆ we will choose specific
lifts of f to Mˆ which have some specific actions in the boundary at infinity
that will allow us to control the dynamics in the interior of each leaf.
1 A nice example to understand this is the time one map of the geodesic flow in negative
curvature, for which there is a lift where every leaf of the center foliation is fixed, but this
does not contradict partial hyperbolicity.
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Notice if one takes any lift fˆ : Mˆ Ñ Mˆ , since f is isotopic to a fiber
preserving map, one can define a projection F : H2 Ñ H2 which is the lift
of a homeomorphism h of S induced by the fiber preserving map homotopic
to f (notice that h is not canonically defined, but it is well defined up to
homotopy which is what we care about). Since the projection p restricted
to each leaf of Wˆcs is a isometry we deduce that:
Fact 2.3. There is a uniform K0 ą 0 so that for every x P Mˆ , if L “
fˆpWcspxqq one has that:
|dH2pppxq, F pppxqqq ´ dLpfˆpxq, p´1pppxqq X Lq| ă K0.
Said otherwise, one can compare the action that a given lift of the mapping
class of f induces on H2 with the action of the corresponding lift fˆ on the
leaves of Wˆcs. Notice that if fˆ preserves a center stable leaf L then the
second distance becomes dLpfˆpxq, xq.
What we need to know about maps of surfaces having a pseudo-Anosov
component is the following:
Theorem 2.4. Let h : S Ñ S be a surface homeomorphism having a pseudo-
Anosov component where S is a hyperbolic closed surface. Then, there exist
a lift h˜ : H2 Ñ H2 to the universal cover S˜ „ H2 such that:
(i) The lift h˜ extends to E “ B8H2 as a circle homeomorphism which
has exactly four fixed points, two attracting and two repelling.
(ii) If we denote by D “ H2YE the Gromov compactification of H2 one
gets a a homeomorphism (also called) h˜ : D Ñ D of the closed disk
so that:
(a) The attracting points in E verify that they have a basis of neigh-
borhoods Un in D such that dH2pBUn, h˜pUnqq Ñ 8. The sym-
metric statement holds for repelling points looking at h˜´1.
(b) For every K ą 0 there is a compact set D Ă H2 such that for
every y R D one has that dH2py, h˜pyqq ą K.
See the appendix A for a proof as well as further information about surface
homeomorphisms that may be helpful in understanding further properties
of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms on Seifert manifolds. The notion in
item (i)(a) has to do with the notion of super attracting/repelling points
we introduce there (cf. Definition A.1).This statement can also be found
implicit in [Mil, Section 9] or in [HT]. The difference with the case where the
pseudo-Anosov component is the whole surface is that in that case one knows
that every lift looks more or less as the one given by the previous theorem
(with possibly a different number of attracting and repelling points).
3. Constructing an invariant compact set in a nice cover
Consider f : M Ñ M as in the standing assumptions of section 2. In
particular, we can assume that the circle bundle M over the surface S verifies
that fibers are transverse to Wcs. As explained in the previous section, f is
homotopic to a homeomorphism preserving the fibers of the fibration and
this induces a homeomorphism h : S Ñ S. By hypothesis, we know that h
has a pseudo-Anosov component, so that Theorem 2.4 applies.
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We will therefore choose once and for all a lift fˆ of f to Mˆ such that
the induced map F in H2 (as in Fact 2.3) verifies the conditions ensured by
Theorem 2.4.
The main result of this section is the following (compare with [BFFP2,
Proposition 8.1]).
Proposition 3.1. There is a compact fˆ -invariant set Tfˆ Ă Mˆ which inter-
sects every L P Wˆcs.
Proof. Notice first that if we prove the result for an iterate fˆk of fˆ then the
result will still hold for fˆ since the union of the first k ´ 1-iterates of the
compact set one finds will give the desired set.
Consider the map F acting on H2. As explained in Theorem 2.4 the map
F extends to D “ H2 Y E continuously. The action of F on E has four
fixed points, two attracting and two repelling which are alternating. Denote
by `a to the geodesic in H
2 joining the points `a˘ in E which are attracting
by F and `r to the geodesic joining the respective repelling points which
we denote by `r˘ . Since the points are alternating, it follows that `a and `r
intersect transversally in a point x0 P H2.
Now, fix K0 given by Fact 2.3 and let K1 " 10K0.
Let D1 Ă H2 be a compact set given by Theorem 2.4 for F and the
constant K1. The set D1 verifies the following properties (see figure 1):
‚ For every y R D1 one has that dH2py, F pyqq ą K1.
‚ There are open neighborhoods U` and U´ of `a` and `a´ in D respec-
tively such that F pU˘q Ă U˘ so that dH2pBU˘ X H2, F pU˘qq " K1
and such that U˘ XD1 is a connected non-empty set.
‚ Symmetrically, there are open neighborhoods V ` and V ´ of `r` and
`r´ in D respectively such that F
´1pV ˘q Ă V ˘ so that dH2pBV ˘ X
H2, F pV ˘q " K1 and such that V ˘ XD1 is a connected non-empty
set.
Once D1 and the neighborhoods U
˘ and V ˘ have been chosen, one can
consider k ą 0 large enough so that we know that F k acting on the boundary
verifies that the end points of F kpV ˘q are contained in the closure of U´YU`
in D. Once k has been fixed with this property, one can consider new
constants K 10 by Fact 2.3 applied to fˆk and K 11 " 10K 10 and choose D a
larger disk (containing D1) so that:
‚ For every y R D one has that dH2py, F kpyqq ą K 11.‚ DYU´YU` contains the K 11 neighborhood of F pBV ˘q with respect
to the hyperbolic distance.
Now, let Dˆ “ p´1pDzpV ` Y V ´qq. We will show that the compact fˆk-
invariant set
Tfˆk “
č
nPZ
fˆknpDˆq,
is non-empty and intersects every L P Wˆcs. This will complete the proof
of the proposition as explained above. Let us denote as DˆL to Dˆ X L for
every L P Wˆcs. Similarly, we denote by U˘L to p´1pU˘ X H2q X L and
V ˘L “ p´1pV ˘ XH2q X L.
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`r`x0
`a`
`a´
`r´
D
F pDq
U`
F pV `q
F pU`q
V `
Figure 1. Depiction of the dynamics of F k.
The key point is the following. For notational simplicity we will assume
from now on that k “ 1 which makes no changes in the argument.
Claim. For every R Ă DˆL which is compact connected and intersects both
U`L and U
´
L , one has that fˆpRq X DˆfˆpLq contains a compact connected set
which intersects U`
fˆpLq and U
´
fˆpLq and is disjoint from V
˘
fˆpLq.
Proof. This is quite direct from the choice of Dˆ and Fact 2.3. 
Now, let RnL “
Şn
j“0 fˆ jpDˆfˆ´jpLqq. The previous claim shows that R1L
contains a compact connected set intersecting both U`L and U
´
L for every
L. We will prove inductively that the same is true for RnL. So, assume that
Rn´1L contains a compact connected set intersecting both U
`
L and U
´
L for
every L P Wˆcs. Then, the same will be true for RnL “ fˆpRn´1fˆ´1pLqq X DˆL by
using the induction hypothesis for fˆ´1pLq and the claim .
If R8L is
Ş
ně0RnL we deduce that it contains a compact connected set join-
ing U`L and U
´
L . Similarly
2, one can construct a set Y 8L “
Ş
nď0 fˆ jpDˆfˆ´jpLqq
and show it contains a compact connected set joining V `L to V
´
L . These sets
must intersect, and their intersection in L is exactly Tfˆ XL. This completes
the proof.

2Clearly, the choice of k could be different for future and backward iterates, but e.g.
one can take the minimum common multiple of both as k and continue.
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There are some simplifications with respect to [BFFP2, Section 8] because
on the one hand we do not treat the p-prong case (with p ě 3) and because
the coordinates given by the Seifert fibration allow to obtain some estimates
in a more straightforward fashion. The reader should be able prove the
analogous result for the p-prong case exactly as in [BFFP2] once the analogy
exposed in this section is clear. We note that a similar statement follows
from [Fa] but cannot be applied directly since we need that the invariant set
intersects every leaf of Wˆcs.
4. Finding periodic center-stable leaves
Using the set Tfˆ and the transversal expansion along Wˆ
u we will show
that (compare with [BFFP2, Proposition 9.1]):
Proposition 4.1. There is at least one L P Wˆcs and n ą 0 such that
fˆnpLq “ L.
Proof. Consider a point x P Tfˆ such that fˆnj pxq Ñ x for some nj Ñ 8.
This exists by compactness of Tfˆ (indeed there exists a minimal subset X
of Tfˆ so that every point x P X has a dense orbit in X).
Now, fix a local product structure box B around x where the foliation
Wˆcs is of the form B – D0 ˆ p0, 1q by a chart ϕ : B Ñ D0 ˆ p0, 1q where
center stable plaques are sent into horizontals. One can choose B so that a
small unstable arc I centered at x maps by ϕ to a transversal intersecting
every plaque D0ˆttu. For large nj one has that there is also an unstable arc
J through y “ fˆnj pxq which projects by ϕ to a transversal intersecting every
plaque. Since fˆ´nj contracts exponentially the length of unstable arcs, it
follows that for large nj we can assume that fˆ
´nj pJq Ă I. It follows that
there is a plaque ϕ´1pD0 ˆ tt0uq whose image by fˆnj intersects itself. This
gives a periodic center stable leaf of period nj . 
Remark 4.2. Notice that this proof has used the fact that f is dynami-
cally coherent. However, it can be adapted to more general situations, see
[BFFP2, Section 11.8].
5. Proof of Theorem A
As a consequence of the proof in the previous section we can extend to
show the following (compare with [BFFP2, Section 9]):
Proposition 5.1. For every L P Wˆcs such that there is k ą 0 with fˆkpLq “
L it follows that there is a neighborhood I of L in Lcs “ Mˆ{
Wˆcs
such that
for every L1 P I one has that fˆknpL1q Ñ L as nÑ ´8.
Proof. By a Lefschetz index argument (see eg. [BFFP2, Appendix I]) one
can see that there must be a fixed point x P Tfˆ X L by fˆk. Now, the result
follows as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 by considering a foliated chart
around x and using that fˆk is expanding in the local unstable manifold of
x. 
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Remark 5.2. This proof does use dynamical coherence crucially, as collapsing
of center stable leaves can make the transverse behaviour change, e.g. if there
is an interval of leaves collapsing at the fixed point x P L. See section 6 for
more details.
This allows to complete the proof of Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. The proof is by contradiction. We have assumed that
f was dynamically coherent and constructed fˆ acting on Lcs as a circle
homeomorphism. In Proposition 4.1 we showed that fˆ acting in Lcs has
periodic points. Proposition 5.1 shows that every periodic point of fˆ in Lcs
is expanding. This is impossible, and gives a contradiction that completes
the proof. 
6. Further properties and discussions
The classification of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in dimension
3 was started in the seminal paper of Bonatti and Wilkinson [BW]. The
fundamental results of Brin, Burago and Ivanov (see [BI]) provided the main
tool for the study of these systems by showing that even when a partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism is not dynamically coherent, it nevertheless (up
to a finite lift and iterate) preserves a pair of invariant geometric structures
tangent to Ecs and Ecu which can be sometimes treated as foliations. These
objects are called branching foliations and we decided not to introduce them
in this short paper. We refer the reader to [BI] or [HP] for an overview.
In the same way as in [BFFP2, Part 2] one can obtain many of the results
that we stated without the assumption of dynamical coherence. The main
difference is that one will not be able to get a contradiction (which is good,
since there are examples!). One important consequence is that one can
obtain an analog of Proposition 3.1. Its proof follows the same scheme using
branching foliations instead of foliations. We will state it without proof
trusting that the interested reader can deduce it by looking at [BFFP2,
Part 2]:
Proposition 6.1. Let f : M ÑM be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
of a closed circle bundle over a higher genus surface and with f acting on
the base with a pseudo-Anosov piece. Consider a lift fˆ to Mˆ associated to a
lift of the associated map h : S Ñ S having ě 4 periodic points alternatingly
contracting and expanding at infinity. Denote by p : Mˆ Ñ S˜ the projection
along the fibers. Then, there is a large disk D in S˜ such that if Dˆ “ p´1pDq
then we have that the set Tγ “ ŞnPZ fˆnpDˆq is non empty and essential in
the sense that every non homotopically trivial curve in BDˆ is homotopically
non-trivial in MˆzTγ.
We comment also on some properties that can be obtained if one finds
some surfaces periodic by f and tangent to Ecs. A more detailed treatment
in a similar situation appears in [BFFP2, Sections 14].
To state a result in this direction, we must change slightly the context
we have been working with. Let f : M Ñ M be a partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism of a circle bundle over a surface S. As before, f induces
a map h : S Ñ S which we assume has a pseudo-Anosov component. We
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consider a lift fˆ to Mˆ induced by a lift h˜ of h as given by Theorem 2.4. We
will say that a ray η : r0,8q Ñ Mˆ is contracting fixed ray if fˆpImpηqq “
Impηq, the unique fixed point of fˆ in Impηq is ηp0q and every other point
y P Impηq verifies that fˆnpyq Ñ ηp0q.
Proposition 6.2. Assume that fˆ preserves a complete surface S uniformly
transverse3 to the fibers of p : Mˆ – H2ˆS1 Ñ H2 and contains a contracting
fixed ray. Then, the projection of η to H2 can be extended continuously to
a closed arc η : r0,8s Ñ H2 Y E and ηp8q is one of the repelling points at
infinity.
Proof. Let I be the closure of ppηpr0,8qq in H2 YE and I “ IXE which is
a connected subset of I. Clearly, h˜pIq “ I because η is fˆ invariant.
We claim that I cannot contain an attracting point a of h˜ acting on E. If
that were the case, one can consider an open set U of a in H2YE such that
h˜pUq Ă U . Because of the properties in Theorem 2.4 one can choose U so
that points of BU XH2 are mapped by h˜ with distance larger than K0 which
is much larger than the distance between h˜ and the induced dynamics of fˆ
on H2 via the projection of its dynamics on S (see Fact 2.3). This implies
that ppηpr0,8qq cannot intersect U because of its contracting behaviour by
fˆ .
It follows that I must be a connected subset of E avoiding neighborhoods
of each attracting point. This implies that I is a repelling point of h˜ in
E. 
Notice that this proof uses crucially that one can extend the dynamics
in the boundary to some information in the interior of H2. This is not the
case in general, in particular when f has no pseudo-Anosov components, or
when one chooses lifts of maps which are not pseudo-Anosov (see appendix
A for more details on this). Notice that on the other hand, in [BFFP2] the
case of maps homotopic to the identity was successfully treated in Seifert
manifolds.
Appendix A. Lifts of surface maps
In this appendix we study the dynamics of lifts of surface maps to the
universal cover. Most of these results follow directly from the Nielsen-
Thurston classification theory and are implicit in the standard references
[Th, FLP, HT, CB, Ca2]. Since we were not able to find the precise state-
ments we will give an indication of the proofs assuming some familiarity
with the theory of geodesic laminations. See also [Gi, Mil] for more details
on the approach by Nielsen which is more or less what we follow here, based
on [HT]. For completeness, we have also treated the Dehn twist case which
is not used in this paper.
Similar results in a strictly more general setting of flows transverse and
regulating to R-covered foliations were obtained in [Th, Ca1, Fen], but only
3To be precise, what we need is that the metric induced by restricting the metric of Mˆ
to S is quasi-isometric to the metric pulled back by the projection to H2. Moreover, by
inspection of the proof it is only needed that the surface is transverse to the fibers in a
neighborhood of the ray.
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fully developed in the case of atoroidal manifolds which correspond to the
pseudo-Anosov case.
A.1. Preliminaries. Let S be a closed orientable surface of genus g ě 2
and let f : S Ñ S a homeomorphism. We fix a hyperbolic metric on S and
identify the universal cover S˜ of S with H2. The deck transformation group
Γ “ pi1pSq acts by isometries of H2.
We denote by E “ BS˜ “ B8H2 “ B8Γ the circle at infinity (or Gromov
boundary) of S˜, and D “ S˜ Y E with the topology given by the Gromov
compactification.
A lift g of f to the universal cover S˜ of S has a unique continuous extension
to D (see e.g. [HT, Corollary 1.2]), still denoted by g : D Ñ D . This
restricts to a homeomorphism gˆ “ g|E : E Ñ E of the boundary circle.
Two lifts of f to the universal cover differ by a deck transformation and the
dynamics of different lifts may vary. However, the action at infinity only
depends on the homotopy class of the lift.
Fact A.1 (see e.g. Corollary 1.4 in [HT]). If two homeomorphisms f, f 1 in
a surface have lifts g, g1 so that gˆ “ g|E “ g1|E “ gˆ1 then f is homotopic to
f 1. Conversely, if two maps are homotopic and one considers a lift of the
homotopy, then the action in E is constant along the homotopy.
For an element γ P Γ we denote by Apγq the axis of γ, that is, the unique
geodesic in H2 fixed by γ oriented from the repelling fixed point γ´ in E to
the attracting fixed point γ` in E. In general, if s is an oriented geodesic
in H2, we denote by s´ and s` the forward and backward endpoints of the
geodesic in E. By a geodesic in D we mean the closure of a geodesic in H2
which we denote by sˆ “ sY s´ Y s`.
Given sˆ an oriented geodesic in D we denote by g˚sˆ to the (oriented)
geodesic joining the extreme points of gˆps´q with gˆps`q.
For γ P Γ we denote by Cpγq the geodesic in S which is the projection of
Apγq. Notice that the lift of Cpγq to the universal cover consists on all the
geodesics Apηq where η is in the conjugacy class of γ. For a closed geodesic
c in S, we denote as f˚pcq the unique closed geodesic homotopic to fpcq,
or equivalently, to the projection of g˚pc˜q where c˜ is any geodesic which
projects onto c.
It follows from the Nielsen-Thurston classification that every surface home-
omorphism is either periodic, reducible or pseudo-Anosov. This means f is
homotopic to a map f0 that preserves a collection of simple closed geodesics
tc1, . . . , cdu. Note that there is a power k ą 0 such that fk0 pciq “ ci for all
i. After cutting S along the curves in the collection one has a collection
S1, . . . , S` of subsurfaces fixed by f
k
0 . Up to considering a larger k there are
two possibilites for fk0 acting on each Si (c.f. [HT, Section 2]):
‚ fk0 induces the identity in the fundamental group of Si or,
‚ fk0 does not fix any simple closed geodesic in the interior of Si.
We will say that f has a pseudo-Anosov piece if fk0 acts as in the second
possibility in some subsurface Si of the decomposition. In this second case,
we call Si a pseudo-Anosov piece or component of f . The results in the
Nielsen-Thurston classification theorem provide specific representatives for
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f in the pseudo-Anosov pieces but we will not need this here. We refer the
reader to the cited references above for proofs and more detailed statements.
In this appendix we will only be concerned with properties of the lifts
of f that are true up to homotopy and we want information of lifts of f
up to iterate. For this reason we will assume throughout that f fixes all
the surfaces of the decomposition tSju of S and such that in each surface it
either induces identity or does not fix any simple closed curve of the interior.
(Compare with [HT, Section 2].)
This easily implies that we can assume that gˆ has a non-empty set of fixed
points in E.
We want to understand the structure of fixed points of gˆ on E and how
this affects the dynamics in the interior of the disk (i.e. on S˜). For this, it
is useful to classify fixed points of gˆ.
Remark A.2. Notice that if a point is not fixed by gˆ on E then it already
forces the dynamics in the interior of D. The crucial point is that there is
a uniform constant C ą 0 such that the image gpcq of a geodesic c by g is
in a C-neighborhood4 of the geodesic g˚pcq. So, if a point x P E verifies
that gˆpxq ‰ x then it follows that it has a neighborhood U in D such that
gpUq X U “ H. This motivates the study of fixed points of gˆ.
We say that x P E is an attracting fixed point of gˆ in E if there is an open
neighborhood U of x such that gˆpUq Ă U and such that txu “ Şn gˆnpUq. A
fixed point is repelling if it is attracting for gˆ´1.
Remark A.3. It is important to consider a stronger version of attraction
as attracting behavior on E does not imply attracting behaviour on D. A
simple example can be made by choosing a map homotopic to the identity
via a homotopy ft with f0 “ id, f1px0q “ x0 and such that the closed curve
c “ tftpx0qutPr0,1s is homotopically non-trivial. Then, if one considers the
lift g of f1 obtained by lifting the homotopy from the lift of f0 consisting on
a deck transformation γ associated to c, it follows that g acts in E as the
deck transformation γ (i.e. with an attracting and a repelling fixed point)
but there is a sequence of lifts of x0 which accumulates both fixed points of
gˆ and which are fixed by g.
Definition A.1 (Strongly attracting/repelling fixed points). We say that
a fixed point x P E is a strongly attracting point if for every K ą 0 and
open interval x P I there is an open interval U containing x in its interior
such that gˆpUq Ă U and such that the hyperbolic distance from the geodesic
joining the endpoints of U and of gˆpUq is larger than K. A strongly repelling
point is a strongly attracting point for gˆ.
Notice that the definition only depends on the knowledge of gˆ and not of
g.
An important (simple) consequence is the following:
4To see this, one can assume that f is a diffeomorphism (by approximation) and so the
derivative of f is uniformly bounded. Then, the image of a geodesic by g is a quasigeodesic
with constants that only depend on f . So, by the Morse Lemma it follows that it is a
uniform distance appart of the geodesic joining the endpoints.
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Lemma A.4. If x is a strongly attracting fixed point for gˆ, then x is an
attractor for g acting on D, that is, there is a neighborhood U of x in D
such that gpUq Ă U and such that txu “ Şně0 gnpUq.
The proof is immediate from the fact that g maps a geodesic c to curve a
curve gpcq which is at (uniformly) bounded distance from the geodesic g˚pcq
as remarked above.
A.2. Statement of results. The first relevant result is implicit in [HT,
Lemma 1.3]:
Theorem A.5. If FixpgˆqXFixpγq ‰ H for some γ P Γztidu then g commutes
with γ and Fixpγq Ă Fixpgˆq. In this case there are two possibilities:
‚ either Fixpgˆq “ Fixpγq and the fixed points of gˆ are not strongly
attracting nor repelling,
‚ or Fixpgˆq ‰ Fixpγq in which case, for every η P Γ such that FixpηqX
Fixpgˆq ‰ H it follows that Fixpηq is contained in the set of accumu-
lation points of Fixpgˆq.
Moreover, if f is not homotopic to the identity then Fixpgˆq has empty inte-
rior.
To get more precise information, we want to separate between the cases
where f contains a pseudo-Anosov part or not. In the case where it does
not have pseudo-Anosov components, what we obtain is the following:
Theorem A.6. Let f be a surface homeomorphism which is not homo-
topic to the identity and such that it has no pseudo-Anosov piece. Assume
moreover that g : D Ñ D is a lift of f which has fixed points in E. If
there are more than two fixed points of gˆ, then there exists γ P Γ such that
Fixpγq Ă Fixpgˆq; moreover, the set of fixed points of gˆ is a Cantor set and
there is a dense set of Fixpgˆq consisting of fixed points of η P Γ. Otherwise
gˆ has exactly two fixed points which can be either strongly attracting and
repelling or gˆ commutes with some deck transformation.
When there is a pseudo-Anosov piece, one gets a different behaviour.
Theorem A.7. Let f be a surface homeomorphism with a pseudo-Anosov
piece and let g : DÑ D be a lift of f . Then, up to taking an iterate, one of
the following mutually exclusive possibilities holds:
‚ either Fixpgˆq consists of an even number of points which are alter-
natingly strongly attracting and repelling, or,
‚ Fixpgˆq X Fixpγq ‰ H for some γ P Γztidu.
Moreover, up to taking iterates of f there are always lifts which belong to
the first class and have exactly four fixed points in E.
Notice that when f is pseudo-Anosov in the whole surface S (equivalently,
if no simple closed curve is mapped to the same free homotopy class by some
iterate of f) only the first possibility can occur. One can say more in each of
the possibilities (e.g. in the first case one can characterize which lifts have
four or more fixed points in E and also show that some have exactly two
fixed points). We state some further properties in the second case (which
can only happen if f is reducible):
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Addendum A.8. In the setting of Theorem A.7 the lifts corresponding to
the second possibility have the following options:
‚ there is a strongly attracting fixed point (in which case there is γ P Γ
whose fixed points are also fixed by gˆ accumulated from both sides by
alternating strongly attracting and strongly repelling fixed points of
gˆ),
‚ 7Fixpgˆq “ 2 one attracting but not strongly attracting and one re-
pelling but not strongly repelling,
‚ the set of fixed points Fixpgˆq is a cantor set, in particular, no fixed
point is either attracting or repelling.
Moreover, there are always lifts with the first and second options and there
are lifts with the third option only if f has a periodic piece.
A.3. Outline of the proof. Let us first quickly explain how to prove The-
orem A.5.
Outiline of the proof of Theorem A.5. The key points follow from [HT, Lemma
1.3]. Let γ be primitive. If one considers η “ g´1γg one gets a deck transfor-
mation that shares a fixed point with γ and therefore η “ γk for some k ą 0
but since γ is primitive one must have k “ 1. It follows that g commutes
with γ which implies that γ preserves the fixed point set of gˆ and therefore
this set being closed forces Fixpγq Ă Fixpgˆq. Moreover, if there are fixed
points of gˆ which are not fixed by γ, then these must accumulate on both
γ` and γ´.
The fact that if g commutes with a deck transformation γ then the end-
points γ˘ cannot be strongly attracting or repelling is quite direct.
Finally, it is easy to see that if the set of fixed points of gˆ has non-empty
interior, then f has to be the identity as it induces identity in a sufficiently
large set of closed geodesics in S. 
To prove the rest of the results, one important property is implicit in the
proof of [HT, Lemma 3.1]. Compare with Remark A.2.
Lemma A.9. Let g : D Ñ D be a lift of a surface homeomorphism f .
Assume that there exists x P Fixpgˆq such that for some K ą 0 and every
neighborhood U of x in D there is y P S˜XU such that dS˜py, gpyqq ă K. Then,
for every neighborhood U of x there is γ P pi1pSq such that g commutes with
γ and Apγq intersects U and has γ` P U X E.
Proof. Take a sequence yn P S˜ such that yn Ñ x inD so that dS˜pyn, gpynqq ă
K.
Since a fundamental domain of S and its image by g have bounded di-
ameter in S˜ we can assume that, up to changing K, one has that all yn
are lifts of the same point y0. That is we assume that yn “ γny0 for some
γn P pi1pSq. It is no loss of generality to assume that all γn are pairwise
distinct. It follows that:
dS˜pγ´1n gγny0, y0q ď K ; @n.
And therefore for all ε ą 0 there are n ‰ m so that
dS˜pγ´1n gγny0, γ´1m gγmy0q ă ε
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and since γ´1n gγn are lifts of f it follows that for small ε one has that
γ´1n gγn “ γ´1m gγm. This implies that g commutes with the deck transfor-
mation γnγ
´1
m .
Since one can choose m´ n arbitrarily large, one gets that Apγnγ´1m q has
an endpoint close to x. This completes the proof. 
As a consequence, we obtain:
Lemma A.10. Let g : D Ñ D be a lift of a surface homeomorphism f .
Assume that g does not commute with any deck transformation. Then every
fixed point of gˆ is strongly attracting or strongly repelling.
Proof. Let x be a fixed point of gˆ in E and let r : r0,8s Ñ D be a geodesic
ray landing on x.
By Lemma A.9 we know that there is a basis of neighborhoods tUKu of
x in D such that for every y P UK X S˜ the distance dS˜py, gpyqq ą K.
Consider a basis of neighborhoods tVNu of x obtained by taking the
geodesics orthogonal to r at the point rpNq. It follows that there is a
function K : Zą0 Ñ Zą0 such that VN Ă UKpNq and KpNq Ñ 8 with N .
Using the fact that the image by g of a geodesic is a uniform quasi-
geodesic, one can then see that the image of the boundary of VN is a quasi-
geodesic more or less orthogonal to the quasigeodesic gprq ending in x (one
can compute the precise bounds for the angle using the constants of the
quasigeodesics and some hyperbolic trigonometry). Since the distance be-
tween gprpNqq and rpNq is larger than KpNq we get that the point has to
be either super attracting or super repelling. 
Let us now explain the proof of Theorem A.6:
Outline of the proof of Theorem A.6. By assumption (which amounts to take
f up to homotopy and iterate), f fixes all the curves in a collection tc1, . . . , cku
decomposing S in a finite family S1, . . . , S` of closed surfaces such that are
fixed by f and such that f induces the identity on the fundamental group
each subsurface. We assume that the decomposition is minimal in the sense
that one cannot glue two surfaces and have the same property. Since f is
not homotopic to the identity then k ě 1 (but note that ` still could be 1 if
the collection c1, . . . , ck is not separating).
The lift g of f acts on a graph defined by putting vertices in each connected
component of the lifts of the surfaces tSiu and an edge joining the vertices
associated to subsurfaces which intersect in S˜. It is easy to see that this
graph is a tree.
Assume that g fixes some connected component S˜j of the lift of some
subsurface Sj . Then, restricted to S˜j , the map g must be a bounded distance
away from some deck transformation γ fixing S˜j because f induces the
identity on Sj and moreover g commutes with γ. If γ is the identity, it
follows that the fixed point set of gˆ is exactly the boundary at infinity of the
subsurface S˜j which is a Cantor set. Since none of the fixed points can be
strongly attracting or repelling Lemma A.9 then implies that the situation
claimed in the statement is verified. If γ is not peripheral in Sj this implies
that the action of gˆ resembles that of the dynamics of γ at infinity in that it
has exactly the same fixed points which are attracting and repelling (but not
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strongly attracting/repelling). If γ is peripheral, one looks at the adjacent
surface which is also fixed by g and the same analysis gives the statement
of Theorem A.6.
If g does not fix any such connected component, one gets an axis which
must be represented by a geodesic in D whose endpoints are the unique fixed
points of gˆ. Notice that g cannot commute with any deck transformation
because it would correspond to a closed geodesic intersecting some of the
the curves ci where f acts as a Dehn-twist. Now, Lemma A.10 implies these
fixed points must be strongly attracting and repelling. 
We end with an outline of Theorem A.7 and its Addendum A.8.
Outline of the proof of Theorem A.7 and Addendum A.8. Up to homotopy
and iterate, we will assume that f preserves each of the subsurfaces tSiu
(compare with [HT, Section 2]) defined above and is such that in each
pseudo-Anosov piece preserves a pair of transverse geodesic laminations (see
[HT, Sectiona 3 and 4]). We refer the reader also to [Mil, Section 9] for an-
other treatment of this case.
Let Si a surface where f is pseudo-Anosov and let Λ
s and Λu be the
geodesic laminations invariant by f (see [HT, Section 3]). For S˜i a lift of
f we can take g a lift fixing S˜i but which does not preserve any boundary
component of S˜i in S˜. One can see that g corresponds to a non-peripheral
Nielsen class of f |Si (c.f. [HT, page 183]) and therefore has at least two
attracting fixed points and two repelling fixed points at infinity and all fixed
points at infinity are limit points of invariant curves of the lifted laminations
Λs and Λu. By Theorem A.5 the map g cannot commute with any deck
transformation. Then, the action at those points is alternatingly strongly
attracting and repelling by Lemma A.10. It can be seen that it is impossible
that all non-peripheral Nielsen classes have more than four boundary points
as more than four points force some open polygonal region inside the lift
of Λs or Λu and each such component occupies some hyperbolic area (see
e.g. [HT, Lemma 4.1]) so at least one must have four fixed endpoints. This
establishes the existence of a lift with the desired properties (and therefore
a proof of Theorem 2.4).
Now, we must show that if Fixpgˆq X Fixpγq “ H for all γ P Γ then we
must be in the first situation. If g does not fix any S˜i, the same argument as
in Theorem A.6 implies that there are exactly one super attracting and one
supper repelling fixed point. If g fixes some S˜i, the hypothesis implies that
in the projected surface Si the map f is pseudo-Anosov. By assumption g
cannot preserve any boundary component of S˜i. Then, one must consider
two cases, either g fixes some leaf of the lifted lamination Λ˜s of Λs. In this
case, g must have a fixed point in each of the fixed leaves, and therefore
must preserve transverse leaves of the transverse lamination Λ˜u lifted of
Λu. This gives an even number greater or equal to four fixed points in the
boundary which are alternatingly strongly attracting or repelling (due to
Lemma A.10).
If g does not preserve any leaf of Λ˜s then it follows that it acts freely on the
leaf space of the lamination which is a tree. Therefore, there is an invariant
axis, and it follows that this defines one attracting and one repelling point
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at infinity in E for the action of g. By Lemma A.10 these points must be
strongly attracting and repelling. (We remark here that it is always possible
to choose lifts with this property.)
Finally, to get the addendum, let γ P pi1pSq such that Fixpγq Ă Fixpgˆq,
then, by Theorem A.5 we get that if the sets coincide the points cannot
be strongly attracting or repelling. Otherwise, case one is obtained if γ
corresponds to the boundary of a surface where f is pseudo-Anosov and g
corresponds to a lift fixing the peripheral Nielsen class (c.f [HT, page 184]).
The last case is treated similar to Theorem A.6. 
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